
DISPOSAL OF 10% INTEREST IN SHANGHAI INTERUNITED
Agreement Date: 7th December, 2005

Vendor: Tian An Shanghai

Purchasers: Jinjiang International and Jin Jiang Hong Kong

To the best of the Directors’ knowledge, information and belief having made all reasonable enquiries, both
Jinjiang International and Jin Jiang Hong Kong are independent third parties not connected with the directors,
chief executives or substantial shareholders of the Company or its subsidiaries or any of their respective
associates.

Interest to be disposed of
Tian An Shanghai is, as at the date of this announcement, interested in 10% of the entire registered capital of
Shanghai Interunited. Shanghai Interunited is the registered owner of two parcels of land situated in Shanghai
with a total site area of approximately 82,642 square metres.

One piece of land has a site area of 10,000 square metres which comprises a cold storage, a normal storage and
a food factory with a total gross floor area of 6,143.10 square metres. The other piece of land has a site area of
72,642 square metres which comprises four factory buildings with a total gross floor area of 85,377.28 square
metres completed in about 1997, whilst the remaining area remains a vacant site.

On 7th December, 2005, Tian An Shanghai entered into two agreements with Jinjiang International and Jin
Jiang Hong Kong respectively whereby (i) Tian An Shanghai agreed to sell and Jinjiang International agreed to
purchase 5% interest in the registered capital of Shanghai Interunited at a consideration of RMB10,270,000
(equivalent to approximately HK$9,875,000); and (ii) Tian An Shanghai agreed to sell and Jin Jiang Hong Kong
agreed to purchase 5% interest in the registered capital of Shanghai Interunited at a consideration of
RMB10,270,000 (equivalent to approximately HK$9,875,000).

Upon completion of the Disposal of Shanghai Interunited, Tian An Shanghai will no longer have any interest in
Shanghai Interunited.

Consideration
The aggregate consideration payable by Jinjiang International and Jin Jiang Hong Kong shall be RMB20,540,000
(equivalent to approximately HK$19,750,000). Jinjiang International and Jin Jiang Hong Kong shall pay their
respective portion of the consideration into a bank account designated by Tian An Shanghai.

Basis of consideration
The consideration was arrived at after arm’s length negotiation between Tian An Shanghai and Jinjiang
International and Jin Jiang Hong Kong with reference to the net asset value of Shanghai Interunited, which was
recorded at approximately HK$256,873,000 according to the latest audited accounts of Shanghai Interunited as
at 31st December, 2004, as well as the before taxation losses for the two financial years ended 31st December,
2003 and 31st December, 2004 incurred by Shanghai Interunited at approximately HK$9,058,000 and
HK$4,940,000 respectively and the audited losses after taxation at approximately HK$9,058,000 and
HK$4,940,000 respectively, and various factors including Shanghai Interunited’s book value in the Group,
which will be in the amount of approximately RMB26,714,000 (equivalent to approximately HK$25,687,000),
the relevant estimated expenses on the Disposal of Shanghai Interunited and the market condition.

Reference was also made to 10% of the net asset value of and the full amount of losses suffered (both before
and after taxation) by Shanghai Interunited as disclosed in its audited financial statements for the year ended
31st December, 2004 in arriving at the consideration.

No valuation has been conducted for the purpose of the Disposal of Shanghai Interunited principally because
Tian An Shanghai was only interested in 10% of the equity in Shanghai Interunited and thus it was uneconomical
and inappropriate for a valuation to be performed.

Despite the absence of specific valuation of Shanghai Interunited, given the amount of losses recorded in the
audited account of Shanghai Interunited as indicated above and that the Disposals were interrelated as they
concern the same purchasing parties and were to be considered as a package deal, the Board is of the opinion
that the consideration offered for the Disposal of Shanghai Interunited, although resulting in a slight loss, when
viewed in conjunction with the amount offered by the purchasers under the Disposal of Shanghai New Union,
was fair and reasonable.

Potential setoff under compensation arrangement
Tian An Shanghai agreed to enter into the Compensation Agreement as a fellow subsidiary of Shanghai Tian An
Centre Company, both being subsidiaries of the Company to settle such of Shanghai Tian An Centre Company’s
liability towards the aforesaid reoccupation under the Reoccupation Agreements by paying to Jinjiang International
(indirectly through Shanghai Tian An Centre Company) a settlement sum identical to the aggregate consideration
payable by Jinjiang International and Jin Jiang Hong Kong under the Disposal of Shanghai Interunited transactions.
Such settlement sum shall be paid at the same time when the purchase price for the Disposal of Shanghai
Interunited is to be paid and payment for one may offset against the other. Jinjiang International agreed to
accept such sum as complete discharge and settlement of all its rights under the Reoccupation Agreements.

Before the development project of Shanghai Tian An Centre, the parcel of land on which Shanghai Tian An
Centre is situated on was then occupied by, among others, a school owned and operated by Education Property,
with the largest area of occupation, and a commercial area of Park Hotel.

The right to develop and build the Shanghai Tian An Centre and the development site thereof was first acquired
by the Group, through Shanghai Tian An Centre Company, with the condition that the then existing occupants
thereof be accorded compensation for their relocation. Education Property, as the occupant of the largest site
area concerned, was then the designated coordinator on behalf of the other occupants to negotiate for and
receive the said compensation. Park Hotel was the only occupant which had opted to receive the right to
reoccupy a certain area of Shanghai Tian An Centre after its eventual completion in lieu of monetary
compensation. The right of reoccupation by Park Hotel was evinced by the Reoccupation Agreements.

The Company is indirectly interested in 98% of the entire registered capital of Shanghai Tian An Centre
Company, whilst Education Property is interested in the remaining 2% of the entire registered capital of
Shanghai Tian An Centre Company.

Since Education Property had by virtue of the Reoccupation Agreements allocated to Park Hotel the right to
reoccupy 1,635 square metres of Shanghai Tian An Centre (and such right was subsequently assigned by Park
Hotel to Jinjiang International), the entry by Shanghai Tian An Centre Company and Tian An Shanghai into the
Compensation Agreement will allow the Group to settle its liability to allow reoccupation of such area of the
Shanghai Tian An Centre by Park Hotel, Jinjiang International or their respective successors or assignees.
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DISCLOSEABLE TRANSACTIONS

DISPOSAL OF INTEREST IN
SHANGHAI INTERUNITED CO., LTD. AND

SHANGHAI NEW UNION BUILDING CO., LTD.

RELEASE OF MORTGAGE OVER SKY FULL ENTERPRISES LIMITED

On 7th December, 2005, Tian An Shanghai entered into two agreements with Jinjiang International and Jin Jiang Hong Kong respectively whereby (i) Tian An Shanghai agreed to sell and Jinjiang International agreed to
purchase 5% interest in the registered capital of Shanghai Interunited at a consideration of RMB10,270,000 (equivalent to approximately HK$9,875,000); and (ii) Tian An Shanghai agreed to sell and Jin Jiang Hong Kong
agreed to purchase 5% interest in the registered capital of Shanghai Interunited at a consideration of RMB10,270,000 (equivalent to approximately HK$9,875,000).

On 7th December, 2005, Sky Full entered into an agreement with Jinjiang International and Jinjiang Realty whereby (i) Sky Full agreed to sell and Jinjiang International agreed to purchase 40% interest in the registered
capital of Shanghai New Union at a consideration of RMB174,928,000 (equivalent to approximately HK$168,200,000); (ii) Sky Full agreed to sell and Jinjiang Realty agreed to purchase 10% interest in the registered capital
of Shanghai New Union at a consideration of RMB43,732,000 (equivalent to approximately HK$42,050,000); and (iii) Jinjiang International shall repay to Sky Full for and on behalf of Shanghai New Union the Shanghai
New Union Shareholder’s Loan.

On 13th December, 2005, Ranbridge by way of written consent agreed to release and discharge the mortgage over the entire issued share capital of Sky Full on the condition that proceeds from the Disposal of Shanghai New
Union to be remitted to Hong Kong in Hong Kong dollars shall be paid to Ranbridge in reduction of principal amount of loan owing by Join View under the Supplemental Loan Agreement.

The Disposals constitute discloseable transactions of the Company under the Listing Rules, details of which are as announced below. A circular containing details of the Disposals will be despatched to the Shareholders and
the warrant holder of the Company as soon as practicable.

With Jinjiang International being interested in 20% of the registered capital of Shanghai Interunited, 10%
minority interests in Shanghai Interunited being held by the Group through Tian An Shanghai which the
Company is inclined to dispose of and the aforesaid right of reoccupation of Shanghai Tian An Centre, it is the
commercial intent of the parties to effect the Disposals and settle their respective liabilities by way of the
Compensation Agreement.
All of Park Hotel, Jinjiang International, Shanghai Tian An Centre Company, Education Property and Tian An
Shanghai have executed a written agreement on 7th December, 2005 evidencing, among others, the above
terms. Park Hotel, Jinjiang International and Education Property are independent third parties not connected
with the directors, chief executives or substantial shareholders of the Company or its subsidiaries or any of
their respective associates.
Save for being a contracting party to the Compensation Agreement and a 2% interest holder of Shanghai Tian
An Centre Company, there is no other relationship between Education Property and the Group.
Conditions
Completion of the Disposal of Shanghai Interunited shall take place upon satisfaction of the following conditions:
(i) the relevant board approval by Shanghai Interunited;
(ii) the consent by all shareholders of Shanghai Interunited, other than Tian An Shanghai, to waive their

respective pre-emptive rights to purchase the interest currently disposed of by Tian An Shanghai; and
(iii) the approval of all relevant PRC governmental and original approving authorities.
If the conditions cannot be fulfilled, the Disposal of Shanghai Interunited shall be terminable by the non
defaulting party thereof.
DISPOSAL OF 50% INTEREST IN SHANGHAI NEW UNION
Agreement Date: 7th December, 2005
Vendor: Sky Full
Purchasers: Jinjiang International and Jinjiang Realty
To the best of the Directors’ knowledge, information and belief having made all reasonable enquiries, both
Jinjiang International and Jinjiang Realty are independent third parties not connected with the directors, chief
executives or substantial shareholders of the Company or its subsidiaries or any of their respective associates.
Interest to be disposed of
Sky Full is, as at the date of this announcement, interested in 50% of the entire registered capital of Shanghai
New Union. Shanghai New Union is the registered owner of a property situated in Shanghai with a site area of
approximately 5,158 square metres and the land site is currently vacant.
On 7th December, 2005, Sky Full entered into an agreement with Jinjiang International and Jinjiang Realty
whereby (i) Sky Full agreed to sell and Jinjiang International agreed to purchase 40% interest in the registered
capital of Shanghai New Union at a consideration of RMB174,928,000 (equivalent to approximately
HK$168,200,000); (ii) Sky Full agreed to sell and Jinjiang Realty agreed to purchase 10% interest in the
registered capital of Shanghai New Union at a consideration of RMB43,732,000 (equivalent to approximately
HK$42,050,000); and (iii) Jinjiang International shall repay to Sky Full for and on behalf of Shanghai New
Union the Shanghai New Union Shareholder’s Loan.
On 7th December, 2005, Sky Full entered into an agreement with Shanghai New Union, pursuant to which Sky Full
agreed to accept and Shanghai New Union agreed to effect early repayment of the Shanghai New Union Shareholder’s
Loan with payment by Jinjiang International of RMB63,340,000 (equivalent to approximately HK$60,904,000) to
Sky Full pursuant to the terms of the agreement relating to the Disposal of Shanghai New Union.
Upon completion of the Disposal of Shanghai New Union, Sky Full will no longer have any interest in
Shanghai New Union and the Shanghai New Union Shareholder’s Loan.
Consideration
The aggregate consideration payable by Jinjiang International and Jinjiang Realty shall be RMB282,000,000
(equivalent to approximately HK$271,154,000) of which (i) an amount of RMB218,660,000 (equivalent to
approximately HK$210,250,000) shall be paid by Jinjiang International and Jinjiang Realty to Sky Full as
consideration for the 50% interest in Shanghai New Union; and (ii) an amount of RMB63,340,000 (equivalent
to approximately HK$60,904,000) shall be paid to Sky Full by Jinjiang International as repayment of the
Shanghai New Union Shareholder’s Loan.
Such aggregate consideration shall be paid in cash by Jinjiang International and Jinjiang Realty in separate
installments the last of which shall be paid on or before 31st December, 2005.
The installment schedule is as follows:
(i) the Initial Payment to be paid by Jinjiang International and Jinjiang Realty into an account jointly

opened, in the name of Shanghai New Union, by Sky Full, Jinjiang International and Jinjiang Realty on
or before 15th November, 2005 (the Initial Payment has been paid as deposit prior to the signing of the
agreements);

(ii) the Further Payment shall be paid by Jinjiang International and Jinjiang Realty into a PRC account
designated by Sky Full on or before 2 p.m. on 30th December, 2005 and subsequently within 90 days
from obtaining approval to remit foreign currencies to be remitted to an overseas account designated by
Sky Full; and

(iii) the Final Payment shall be paid by Jinjiang International and Jinjiang Realty into the joint account
referred to in sub (i) above on or before 31st December, 2005.

Within 10 business days from obtaining approval from the State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration
Commission of the State Council and Foreign Investment Working Committee, having paid all foreign enterprise
profits tax and having transferred the consideration referred to in (ii) above to Shanghai New Union, Jinjiang
International, Jinjiang Realty and Shanghai New Union shall remit all of the consideration together with
accrued interest (if any) to an overseas account designated by Sky Full.
Basis of consideration
The consideration was arrived at after arm’s length negotiation between Sky Full and Jinjiang International and
Jinjiang Realty with reference to the net asset value of Shanghai New Union, which was recorded at
approximately HK$167,531,000 according to the latest audited accounts of Shanghai New Union as at 31st
December, 2004, as well as the profit before and after taxation for the year ended 31st December, 2003 at
approximately HK$296,000 and the audited before and after taxation loss for the year ended 31st December,
2004 at approximately HK$82,000, and various factors including Shanghai New Union’s book value in the
Group and the Shanghai New Union Shareholder’s Loan, which will be in the amount of approximately
RMB150,456,000 (equivalent to approximately HK$144,669,000), the relevant estimated expenses on the
Disposal of Shanghai New Union and the market condition.



Reference was also made to 50% of the net asset value of and the full amount of losses suffered (both before
and after taxation) by Shanghai New Union, which indicated a downward trend in financial performance from
that of the financial year 2003, as disclosed in its audited financial statements for the year ended 31st December,
2004 in arriving at the consideration.

According to a valuation report prepared by BMI Appraisals Limited on 7th November 2005 (as referred to in
the circular of the Company dated 18th November, 2005) on the Shanghai New Union Building and the landsite
thereof, being the sole asset of Shanghai New Union, was valued at approximately HK$590 million, which
taking into account the liability of the Shanghai New Union Shareholder’s Loan and the management account of
Shanghai New Union indicated by derivation that the 50% interest in Shanghai New Union amounted to
approximately HK$240.3 million as at 31st October 2005.

Despite the absence of specific valuation of Shanghai New Union, given the amount of losses recorded in the
audited account of Shanghai New Union as indicated above and that the interest in Shanghai New Union was
disposed of at a premium, the Board is of the opinion that the consideration offered for the Disposal of
Shanghai New Union was fair and reasonable.

Conditions
Completion of the Disposal of Shanghai New Union shall take place upon satisfaction of the following conditions:

(i) the State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission of the State Council having issued
the approval certificate in respect of the Disposal of Shanghai New Union;

(ii) Foreign Investment Working Committee having issued the approval certificate in respect of the change of
Status of Shanghai New Union from sino-foreign equity joint venture to domestic corporation; and

(iii) the relevant PRC government and original approval authorities having issued the relevant approval
certificates in respect of the Disposal of Shanghai New Union.

If the conditions cannot be fulfilled, the Disposal of Shanghai New Union shall be terminable by the non-
defaulting party.

RELEASE OF SECURITY UNDER THE HK$280,000,000 LOAN FACILITY
Reference is made to the announcement of the Company dated 8th November, 2005 regarding a Supplemental
Loan Agreement entered into between, inter alia, Join View as borrower and Ranbridge as lender pursuant to
which Ranbridge agreed with Join View to increase the revolving credit facility from HK$100,000,000 to
HK$280,000,000 which was secured, inter alia, by the execution of a share mortgage charging over the entire
issued share capital of Sky Full in favour of Ranbridge.

On 8th December, 2005, Ranbridge has indicated that it shall provide its consent for Sky Full to dispose of its
entire interest in Shanghai New Union and to execute all agreements related to such disposal as well as the
performance and completion thereof on the condition that proceeds to be remitted to Hong Kong in form of
Hong Kong dollars resulting from such disposal shall be paid to Ranbridge or to its order upon receiving of the
same after completion thereof in reduction of the amount of principal amount of loan owing by Join View under
the Supplemental Loan Agreement, whereupon the mortgage over the entire issued shares of Sky Full shall be
contemporaneously released and discharged. Such written consent was received from Ranbridge on 13th December,
2005.

The release of the Sky Full Share Mortgage will not change the pre-existing arrangement under the Supplemental
Loan Agreement. The Supplemental Loan Agreement shall continue to be secured by the remaining guarantee
and security as disclosed in the circular of the Company dated 18th November, 2005 and no additional securities
will be provided in substitution.

Given the assets being disposed of under the Disposal of Shanghai New Union constitute the whole of Sky
Full’s assets, the mortgage over the entire issued shares of Sky Full under the Sky Full Share Mortgage will be
substantially devalued and is therefore proposed to be released. In addition, the facility under the Supplemental
Loan Agreement is a revolving credit facility, the said repayment will increase the amount of withdrawals
available as and when it may be necessary or beneficial to the Group’s cashflow position to effect such
withdrawals.

Given that Ranbridge has by written consent agreed to discharge the Sky Full Share Mortgage and that the other
security collaterals provided under the Supplemental Loan Agreement will continue to provide adequate security
for the Loan, no negative impact to the Group is anticipated.

At present, an amount of HK$245 million of principal was due by Join View to Ranbridge under the facility.
The net proceed received from the Disposal of Shanghai New Union (not including the repayment of the
Shanghai New Union Shareholder’s Loan, but after the estimated amount of foreign enterprise profit tax of
approximately RMB14 million (equivalent to approximately HK$13.5 million)) of approximately RMB204.7
million (equivalent to approximately HK$196.8 million) will be remitted to Hong Kong in Hong Kong dollars
and will be utilized to repay the amount of Loan due to Ranbridge, pursuant to the said written consent by
Ranbridge.

REASONS FOR THE DISPOSALS
The book values attributable to the Group’s investments in the 10% interest in Shanghai Interunited and 50%
interest in Shanghai New Union at 31st December, 2004 were approximately HK$25,687,000 and HK$83,766,000
respectively.

Given the respective amounts of consideration for the Disposals are both valued at a surplus to the book values
of the Group’s interest in Shanghai Interunited and Shanghai New Union, the Disposals are expected to generate
a net gain after taxation of approximately HK$107 million.

As Tian An Shanghai is only interested in 10% of the entire registered capital of Shanghai Interunited, it cannot
exercise control over Shanghai Interunited. In other words, the interest in Shanghai Interunited is held as an
investment interest by Tian An Shanghai, through which a gain may only be derived from dividend and other
forms of distribution, and such forms of gain were made impossible given the losses suffered by Shanghai
Interunited for the last two financial years. As such, the Board believes the Disposal of Shanghai Interunited,
being an opportunity for the Group to realise its investment, to be beneficial to the Group. The amount payable
by Jinjiang International to Tian An Shanghai for the disposal of the 10% interest in Shanghai Interunited will
be offset against the compensation payable to Jinjiang International in respect of the right to reoccupy Shanghai
Tian An Centre. And for this reason, although Shanghai Tian An and the Group will not record any influx of
money in its accounts, the Group as a whole has settled its liability to allow reoccupation of such area of the
Shanghai Tian An Centre by Education Property, Park Hotel, Jinjiang International or their respective assignees.
Further, as the Disposals were negotiated as a whole with the same purchaser, despite a slight loss was made in
the Disposal of Shanghai Interunited, the Board is of the opinion that the Disposals as a whole resulted in an
overall gain.

After due and careful consideration, the Board believes that the Disposals represents a good opportunity for the
Company to realise its investment in Shanghai Interunited and Shanghai New Union. The Board believes that
the Disposals will further strengthen the Group’s financial position and enhance its cashflow and gearing
positions. Based on the above, the Board considers that the terms of the Disposals are fair and reasonable and
are in the best interests of the Company and its Shareholders as a whole.

APPLICATION OF SALE PROCEEDS FROM THE DISPOSALS
Nil net proceeds are expected to be generated from the Disposal of Shanghai Interunited as such proceeds are
expected to be paid to Jinjiang International under the compensation arrangement in the manner as described above.

Net proceeds of approximately RMB204.7 million (equivalent to approximately HK$196.8 million) are expected
to be generated from the Disposal of Shanghai New Union (not including the repayment of the Shanghai New
Union Shareholder’s Loan, but after the estimated amount of foreign enterprise profit tax of approximately
RMB14 million (equivalent to approximately HK$13.5 million)) and such proceeds will be paid to Ranbridge in
repayment of the outstanding amount of loan.

INFORMATION ON THE GROUP, JINJIANG INTERNATIONAL, JIN JIANG HONG KONG AND
JINJIANG REALTY
The Group is principally engaged in the development of high-end apartments, villas, office buildings and
commercial properties, manufacture and sale of building materials, property management and hotel operation.

The principal businesses of Jinjiang International are the operation and management of state assets, corporate
investment and management, hotel management, entertainment related services, domestic trading, property
management, leasing of offices and apartments and property agency and related consultancy services. The
principal businesses of Jin Jiang Hong Kong are investment, trading and tourism. The principal businesses of
Jinjiang Realty are real property investment, property development and management, leasing of property, interior
furnishing, sales of building materials, timber, steels and general related products.

INFORMATION ON SHANGHAI INTERUNITED
Shanghai Interunited is a sino-foreign equity joint venture owned as to 10% by Tian An Shanghai, 20% by Jinjiang
International and the remaining shareholders are independent third parties not connected with the directors, chief
executives or substantial shareholders of the Company or its subsidiaries or any of their respective associates.
Shanghai Interunited is an investment holding company and a non-current investment of the Group.

For the two financial years ended 31st December, 2003 and 31st December, 2004, Shanghai Interunited’s
audited losses before taxation were approximately HK$9,058,000 and HK$4,940,000 respectively and the audited
losses after taxation were approximately HK$9,058,000 and HK$4,940,000 respectively. Save as stated above,
there were no extraordinary items for such financial years.

For the financial year ended 31st December, 2004 as shown in the Shanghai Interunited’s audited accounts, the
net asset value of Shanghai Interunited was approximately HK$256,873,000. As at 30th September, 2005,
pursuant to the latest management account of Shanghai Interunited, the unaudited net assets of Shanghai
Interunited was HK$251,518,000.
INFORMATION ON SHANGHAI NEW UNION
Shanghai New Union is a sino-foreign equity joint venture owned as to 50% by Sky Full and 50% by Jinjiang
International. Shanghai New Union is an investment holding company and a jointly-controlled entity of the Group.
For the two financial years ended 31st December, 2003 and 31st December, 2004, Shanghai New Union’s
audited profits before taxation were approximately HK$296,000 and losses before taxation of HK$82,000
respectively and the audited profits after taxation were approximately HK$296,000 and losses after taxation of
HK$82,000 respectively. Save as stated above, there were no extraordinary items for such financial years.
For the financial year ended 31st December, 2004 as shown in the Shanghai New Union’s audited accounts, the
net asset value of Shanghai New Union was approximately HK$167,531,000. As at 30th November, 2005.
pursuant to the latest management account of Shanghai New Union, the unaudited net assets of Shanghai New
Union was HK$167,531,000.
GENERAL
The Disposals constitute discloseable transactions for the Company under Chapter 14 of the Listing Rules. A
circular containing details of the Disposals will be despatched to the Shareholders and the warrant holder of the
Company as soon as practicable.
DEFINITIONS
“associate(s)” has the meaning ascribed to it under the Listing Rules
“Board” the board of Directors
“Company” Tian An China Investments Company Limited, a company incorporated in Hong

Kong with limited liability and the shares of which are listed on the Stock Exchange
(Stock Code: 28)

“Compensation an agreement dated 7th December, 2005 entered into between Park Hotel,
Agreement” Jinjiang International, Shanghai Tian An Centre Company, Education Property and

Tian An Shanghai whereby Tian An Shanghai agreed to settle Shanghai Tian An
Centre Company’s liability to allow reoccupation of a total gross floor area of 1,635
square metres at the Shanghai Tian An Centre

“Directors” the directors of the Company
“Disposals” the Disposal of Shanghai Interunited and the Disposal of Shanghai New Union
“Disposal of Shanghai the  d i sposa l  o f  10% in te re s t  i n  Shangha i  In t e run i t ed  by  T ian  An

Interunited” Shanghai, details of which as disclosed above
“Disposal of Shanghai the  d isposal  of  50% interes t  in  Shanghai  New Union and the  ent i re

New Union” interest in the Shanghai New Union Shareholder’s Loan by Sky Full, details of
which as disclosed above

“Education Property” �� !"#$%&'()*+,-  (Shanghai Huangpu Area Education
House Property Develop Manage Co.), a company established under the laws of the
PRC

“Final Payment” RMB84,600,000 (equivalent to approximately HK$81,346,000), representing 30% of
the aggregate consideration payable by Jinjiang International and Jinjiang Realty
under the Disposal of Shanghai New Union

“Further Payment” RMB141,000,000 (equivalent to approximately HK$135,577,000), representing 50%
of the aggregate consideration payable by Jinjiang International and Jinjiang Realty
under the Disposal of Shanghai New Union

“Group” the Company and its subsidiaries
“Hong Kong” the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the PRC
“Initial Payment” RMB56,400,000 (equivalent to approximately HK$54,231,000), representing 20% of

the aggregate consideration payable by Jinjiang International and Jinjiang Realty
under the Disposal of Shanghai New Union

“Jin Jiang Hong Kong” �� !"# (�� )�� !  (Jin Jiang International Group (HK) Co., Limited),
a company incorporated in Hong Kong with limited liability

“Jinjiang International” �� ! (� � )�� !  (Jinjiang International Holdings Co., Ltd.), a limited
liability company established under the laws of the PRC

“Jinjiang Realty” �� !"#$%&'() (Shanghai Jinjiang International Realty Co., Ltd.),
a limited liability company established under the laws of the PRC

“Join View” Join View Development Limited, a company incorporated in Hong Kong with limited
liability and is an indirect wholly owned subsidiary of the Company

“Listing Rules” the Rules Governing the Listing of Securities on the Stock Exchange
“Oxwell” Oxwell Holdings Limited, a company incorporated in Hong Kong with limited liability

and is a direct wholly owned subsidiary of Tian An China Hotel
“Park Hotel” �� !"#$% (Park Hotel), a company established under the laws of the

PRC
“PRC” the People’s Republic of China
“Ranbridge” Ranbridge Finance Limited, a company incorporated in Hong Kong with limited

liability
“Reoccupation various agreements dated 7th March, 1996 entered into between Education

Agreements” Property and Park Hotel
“Shanghai Interunited” �� !"#$% (Shanghai Interunited Co., Ltd.), a sino-foreign equity joint

venture established in the PRC and a non-current investment of the Group
“Shanghai New Union” �� !"#$%&'( (Shanghai New Union Building Co., Ltd.), a sino-

foreign equity joint venture established in the PRC and a jointly-controlled entity of
the Group

“Shanghai New Union an amount of RMB63,340,000 (equivalent to approximately HK$60,904,000)
Shareholder’s Loan” owed by Shanghai New Union to Sky Full

“Shanghai Tian An �� !"#$%&'() (Shanghai Tian An Centre Building Co., Ltd.),
Centre Company” a sino-foreign equity joint venture established in the PRC and a non-wholly owned

subsidiary of the Company
“Shareholder(s)” the registered holder(s) of share(s) in the capital of the Company
“Sky Full” Sky Full Enterprises Limited, a company incorporated in Hong Kong with limited

liability and is beneficially owned by Oxwell as to 80% of its total issued share
capital and Tian An China Hotel as to 20% of its total issued share capital

“Stock Exchange” The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited
“Supplemental the  supplementa l  loan agreement  da ted  7 th  November ,  2005 for  the

Loan Agreement” extended revolving credit facility up to HK$280,000,000 between, inter alias, Join
View as borrower and Ranbridge as lender

“Tian An China Hotel” Tian An China Hotel and Property Investments Company Limited, a company
incorporated in Hong Kong with limited liability and is a direct wholly owned
subsidiary of the Company

“Tian An Shanghai” � � (� � )�� !"#  (Tian An (Shanghai) Investments Co., Ltd.), a foreign
owned enterprise established in the PRC and a wholly owned subsidiary of the
Company

“HK$” Hong Kong dollars, the lawful currency of Hong Kong
“RMB” Renminbi, the lawful currency of the PRC
“%” per cent.
For the purpose of this announcement, amounts denominated in RMB have been converted to HK$ at an
exchange rate of RMB1.04 : HK$1.00.

By Order of the Board
Tian An China Investments Company Limited

Patrick Lee Seng Wei
Chairman

Hong Kong, 23rd December, 2005
As at the date of this announcement, the Board comprises Mr. Patrick Lee Seng Wei (Chairman and Acting
Managing Director), Mr. Ng Qing Hai (Deputy Managing Director), Mr. Ma Sun, Mr. Edwin Lo King Yau and
Mr. Li Chi Kong being the Executive Directors, Mr. Moses Cheng Mo Chi and Miss Lisa Yang Lai Sum being
the Non-Executive Directors, and Mr. Francis J. Chang Chu Fai, Mr. Goodwin Gaw, Mr. Ngai Wah Sang and
Mr. Xu Su Jing being the Independent Non-Executive Directors.
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